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Abstract. We developed a technique, using fractal complexity analysis of optical flow in two-dimensional (2-D)
videos, to characterize information content in observed motion. Several lines of evidence demonstrate that vis-
ually available properties of motion can characterize the state of a system. This paper will describe the method
used and will present a test case regarding the accuracy of the method. An analytical comparison of simple
human movement (arranging items on a table) and American Sign Language (ASL) will be given as an example
application. The normalized spectral density in the range of 0.1 to 15 Hz indicated significantly higher fractal
complexity in the optical flow of ASL video data, indicating that information content in 2-D video data can
be characterized using complexity analysis of optical flow. The technique used for quantification of information
content in visual motion data is likely to be applicable for distinguishing biological versus nonbiological motion in
2-D video data, making inferences about the states of biological objects from the dynamics of optical flow, and in
assessing likelihood of information content in a video stream. © 2018 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.27.5.051229]
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1 Introduction
The problem of automated recognition of biological motion
is a crucial problem in many applications, from autom-
ated surveillance to human–robot interaction.1–3 Currently,
human activity recognition typically relies on feature encod-
ing, such as histogram of oriented optical flows (HOOF)4,5

and other methods.6–9 However, these methods are based on
empirical analysis, and utilize no a priori knowledge of
the system being observed.

Human motion however, as a biological function, is based
on interaction of multiple neural and motor systems at a range
of temporal and spatial scales, which can characterize the state
of a living system (e.g., healthy participant versus Parkinson’s
patient10). In the field of complex systems biology, such multi-
scale systems are typically described using entropy analysis.
Entropy-based measures relate to the degree of the signal’s
regularity or predictability over time and describe the quan-
titative complexity of the system generating the signal, and
well as potential information throughput within the signal.11

The techniques for estimating entropy of the signal are
derived from the field of nonlinear dynamics; these tech-
niques aim to quantify variability and correlated properties in
dynamic signals, which requires mathematical representations
of the signal by time series. Linear output of multiscale
systems (e.g., motion capture data and neural spikes spectra)
typically exhibits variability that can be described by power
laws. However, multidimensional recordings of biological
systems, and video recordings of human motion, present a
computational challenge with respect to their reliability and
robustness. In the present work, we demonstrate a method
of entropy analysis on biological data from recorded videos.

1.1 Biological Basis
Studies of human processing of auditory12 and visual
motion13–15 have begun to investigate the human capabilities
to parse and interpret biological signals. Early research in
event segmentation has identified neural activity time-locked
to velocity changes in the scenes,16 and sign language users
were shown to be sensitive to smaller differences in accel-
eration patterns, as compared with non-signers,17 likely
due to experience with higher information density in the vis-
ual signal.18,19 Humans from unrelated cultures can identify
emotional states of the moving person based on the profile of
biological motion; both signers and nonsigners are able to
successfully extract linguistic aspectual meaning from hand
motion.14,20,21 The algorithms for information extraction
from visual motion in the human brain are not yet clear; how-
ever, humans still surpass state-of-the-art computer vision
approaches.22 Prior work shows an indication that human
visual information transfer relies on recognition of velocity,
acceleration patterns, and recognition of complex (as in
communication theory) motion.

The use of entropy analysis of video data opens new venues
for automatic systems aimed at filtering such data for informa-
tion transfer, or for providing assistance to human operators
tasked with identification motion in video recordings.

2 Method
To extract the information entropy,11 or fractal complexity, of
a given type of motion, an initial video collection is obtained,
which contains the relevant type of motion.

The following motion analysis was conducted using cus-
tom scripts within MathWorks, Inc. MATLAB. The analysis
presented here was originally run on videos of a person either
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signing in American Sign Language (ASL) or performing
normal everyday activities.19

At a high level, the videos are preprocessed to achieve
uniform object size and resolution (Sec. 2.2). Optical flow
is then calculated and an optical flow histogram (a velocity
spectrum) is created for each single video frame (Sec. 2.3).
A temporal Fourier transform is then used on the velocity
spectrum versus time to obtain a power spectral density
per velocity (Sec. 2.3). This frequency dependence of the
power spectral density (PSD) function shows the fractal
complexity of the information transfer due to the motion
in the video. The fractal complexity parameter is extracted
from the power spectral density of motion (Sec. 2.4).

2.1 Source Video Temporal Preprocessing
The original source video datasets contain videos of different
lengths. The frame rate and duration of each video determine
the temporal frequencies that can be calculated, so these
parameters will bound the sampling of the extracted PSD
function. The frequency resolution (f) is fmax ¼ r∕2 and
fstep ¼ 1∕T, where fmax (Hz) is the maximum-resolved
frequency, r (Hz) is the frame rate of the video, fstep (Hz) is
the temporal frequency resolution, and T (seconds) is the
full video duration. The test case of 30 frames per second
video results in Frequencies defined from 0.01 to 15 Hz in
0.01 Hz steps.

Given a small number of long videos in the dataset, they
may be cropped into individual data samples, provided that
T is sufficiently long, and that the content at later times may
be analyzed as an independent dataset. For the sign language
example,19 each video clip of 45 seconds is long enough to
contain 40 to 50 sentences, and each clip contains similar
information transfer, but a different specific content. To
achieve common temporal frequency profiles in the final
analysis, all input videos should have common frame rate,
and should be cropped to a consistent duration.

2.2 Source Video Spatial Preprocessing
Processing will rely on an analysis of the global motion in
the video, and so videos with a static background, and in
which only the motion in question is present, are ideal.
Video sets with camera motion may require an initial prepro-
cessing step to stabilize the video according to background
objects and may be sufficient to isolate the information-
containing motion.23,24 However, our example analysis uses
videos from prior experiments, which contained a static

background, so the utility of stabilization was not examined
further.

All videos were converted to an eight-bit grayscale as
the analysis performed in this paper is concerned only with
motion.

Optical flow of a video frame is the distribution of appar-
ent velocities of objects in an image; that is, a velocity vector
(in pixels/frame) is found for each pixel, based on how fast
and in which direction, the feature shown in that pixel has
moved from the frame before. The collected dataset videos
may contain different fields of view and distances to the
source of motion (the person, in our work), which were not
quantitatively known. In this case, each pixel represents
a different sampling size on the person, and therefore
differences in optical flow values (pixels/frame) might be
found due only to differences in the setup of each camera.

To eliminate differences in motion velocity magnitude
across the dataset, the videos must be scaled to achieve
uniform person size, and consistent resolution. Appropriate
scaling requires a common reference object on all videos,
after which the videos were resized so that this reference
was the same length (in pixels) across the entire video
dataset. In our analysis, reference selection was done with
manual user input, where the point of the shoulder and
point of the elbow were manually selected. Reference object
length, in pixels was then calculated. A scale factor for each
individual video was determined as Dmin∕Dn, where Dmin is
the global minimum dimension of the reference across all
videos, and Dn is the dimension of the reference on the
n’th video. This results in a modified video set where the
reference object is equal to Dmin across the entire video set.

Analyses were also done with unscaled videos, which
determined that the relative changes in velocity, or the
frequency components of the optical flow, actually remained
unchanged with scaling; however, scaling the videos allows
us to obtain similar values for optical flow velocity magni-
tude across all videos for each step of the analysis.

Scaling for a consistent reference object size results in an
object resolution equal to the least-common resolution of the
full video set, Dmin, and results in videos with different total
resolutions, even if the original video dataset had a uniform
resolution. Therefore after scaling, the videos were padded
and/or cropped so that all videos were the same final
resolution. Uniform resolution creates a consistent spatial-
frequency sampling of the object of motion (person) across
the entire dataset. When cropping, the maximum object
distance away from the center of the video frame, in pixels,

Fig. 1 Frame from original sign language video, (a) color 720 × 480, and the same frame after pre-
processing all videos, (b) grayscale 500 × 301. Optical Flow magnitude vectors are shown in white.
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was identified for each video as n horizontal and m vertical
pixels. The maximum number of pixels over the dataset,
ð2 · nmax; 2 · mmaxÞ ¼ ðN;MÞ, sets crop size for all videos.
No motion information was lost; the object (the person’s
hands) never left the final frame on any video in the dataset.
Where padding was needed to match the dimensions of the
entire dataset, a single-color border (gray value equal to the
average of the entire video frame) was added to the video
frame. An example of original, and processed, frame is
shown in Fig. 1.

At this point, every video in the preprocessed video
dataset has dimensions N ×M, duration T, and contain a
common reference object of length Dmin.

2.3 Optical Flow
Optical flow (OF) for each video was determined using the
MathWorks’MATLAB vision toolbox optical flow function.
This function was utilized to compare each video frame with
the prior frame and, using a Horn–Schunck method,25 an out-
put matrix of size equal to the input video frame was calcu-
lated. Each element of the matrix identifies the magnitude of
optical flow velocity (pixels per frame) between the two
frames for each corresponding pixel in the video.

Although a region of interest (ROI) could be used in clut-
tered videos to analyze the motion of only one object, our
test videos had a uniform background with only the object
of interest in motion, therefore we did not preserve the spatial
(x; y) origins of each optical flow vector, only the overall
motion profile. Therefore, the OF matrix (sized N ×M)
for each frame of video is reshaped so that it is characterized
by a single vector of OF magnitudes, AðiÞ, where i is the
position with (N · M) elements. Collected over the entire
video, we obtain a matrix Aði; tÞ, where t is the frame
time from 0 to T. A is then binned into a histogram
Bðj; tÞ, where j is one of the J optical flow velocity bins.
Values of 0, no motion, are not collected. The highest veloc-
ity bin value is determined by initially processing the entire
video set to determine the maximum OF (pixels/frame) from
the entire video dataset. OF values could be converted to a
real-world velocity value if camera parameters are known.
With the angular subtend of each pixel (radians) and the
frame rate, optical flow could be converted to radians/sec.
However for the analysis here, it is sufficient to have all

videos scaled identically, and to remain in video coordinates
(pixels/frame). An example optical flow histogram versus
time, B, is shown in Fig. 2.

For each optical flow velocity bin, we look at the changes
to that velocity component over time, i.e., at the frequency
modulation of the optical flow signal. The power spectral
density (PSD) was calculated using a MATLAB’s “pwelch”
PSD estimate. The PSD is taken for each bin j, resulting in
J separate frequency profiles so thatM½j; f� has size J (bins)
by the resolved frequency vector f, as described in Sec. 2.1.
This gives a vector for the power spectral density of the
motion (optical flow) versus frequency. This is shown for
a sign language video in Fig. 2.

2.4 Fractal Complexity
The optical flow power spectral density was then analyzed
according to its fractal complexity.11 The function given in
Eq. (1) was fit to each frequency profile, whereM is the mag-
nitude of optical flow, f is the frequency, α is the spectral
density amplitude, and β is the fractal complexity. The exact
method used is described in more detail in Sec. 2.5, as
method 2, the linear log/log fit method

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;506Mðj; fÞ ¼ α

jfjβ : (1)

Thus, for each of the j optical flow velocity bins,
an amplitude fitting variable and the fractal complexity
are found, βðjÞ. Additionally, Mðj; fÞ is integrated over j,
obtaining an overall velocity spectrum for the video, and
after fitting, an overall fractal complexity β̄ is found,
which represents the amount of information transfer, or
fractal complexity, for the motion in the video.

2.5 Fractal Complexity Accuracy
Significant work was done to validate the method and accu-
racy of extracting β̄ through a best-fit from the MðfÞ optical
flow. As a test, a simulated noise signal was created with a
defined fractal complexity. Various extraction methods were
tested to retrieve the a priori value, and to quantify the error
of the method.

Amplitude noise signals, VðtÞ, with 214 elements and
various defined fractal complexity (i.e., noise color) β,

Fig. 2 (a) Velocity spectrum versus time and (b) the power spectral density per OF for a sign language
video (45 s, 30 fps).
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were generated so that the PSD of VðtÞ should be accurately
described by Eq. (1). Noise was generated using both the
default MATLAB method (dsp. ColorNoise) function26 and
another published method,27 i.e., “Stoyanov” method.

Then the PSD of VðtÞ, MðfÞ, was found using both the
“pwelch” function, as in Sec. 2.3, and using a manual FFT
script. Example test signals and the PSD of those signals are
shown in Fig. 3. Both methods of PSD calculation agree
quite well, Fig. 3(b). Deltas may be due to differences in
frequency sampling based on the methods. Particularly,
Hamming window size for pwelch changes the frequency
sampling of the result.

Last, two methods were used to re-extract the fractal com-
plexity, or color, from the test signal. Method 1, an inverse fit
method; where the inverse function, Eq. (1), is fit directly
using a Matlab nonlinear least squares fit to MðfÞ using
α and β as fitting parameters.

Method 2, linear log/log method; where Eq. (1) is
approximated as shown in Eq. (2). A simple linear fit is
then performed on lnðfÞ versus lnðMÞ, where β is the slope
and α is the intercept on a log–log plot

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;300 lnðMÞ ≅ β · lnðfÞ þ α: (2)

The final accuracy of the extracted β is examined by com-
paring it with the original signal generation parameter, using
the ratio βextracted∕βgenerated, where a ratio 1 is a perfect fractal
complexity extraction.

For method 2, the linear log/log method, the extracted β of
the MATLAB dsp noise is 0.91 of the intended value. For
large Hamming Windows, the extracted β of the Stoyanov
noise is 0.90 of the intended value. Method 1, direct inverse
function fitting, results in an unacceptable and variable error
across the range of expected β values.

Residual error in the log/log fit method could be due
to either error in the noise generation, meaning that the
extracted β is correct, or error in PSD and β fitting.
Figure 4 shows that the error in β is a constant value
(0.90) across any reasonable range [0 to 2] of fractal com-
plexity for either a one-dimensional 1-D (time series) or for
a 2-D (image),28 and contains the estimated value of entropy
for the English language, 1.3.29 Therefore, while the absolute
fractal complexity extracted from a signal may have roughly

10% error, the comparison of relative fractal complexity
(the ratio comparing one video set to another) will be correct.
Therefore, comparing the fractal complexity, or information
transfer, between two video datasets should not have signifi-
cant error.

3 Results for Human Motion and Sign Language
Videos

Videos for both everyday motion30 and sign language13,31

were provided for this analysis from prior studies on
motion-event boundaries and ASL predicates, respectively.
Detailed results comparing everyday motion to sign lan-
guage were discussed previously.19

Videos contained a participant in front of a static, uniform
background. The signing and nonsigning videos (20 of sign-
ing and 40 of everyday motion) contained 1350 frames
(30 fps, 45 s) and had been recorded at 768 × 512 pixels.

In the test video set, the upper arm length was selected
because it was most often perpendicular to the camera
axis. Potential references such as hands and forearms
were considered but proved problematic due to rotation
directly toward or away from the camera, resulting in an

Fig. 3 (a) Test signals (β ¼ 1) generated using the default MATLAB method,26 and Stoyanov27 methods.
(B) PSD of test signals (β ¼ 0, 1, and 2), plotted on a dB per octave scale. Solid lines are PSD using
pwelch and dashed lines are PSD using a manual fft. Thick lines are reference lines for β ¼ 0 (white),
1 (pink), and 2 (brown) noise.

Fig. 4 Ratio of βextracted∕βgenerated for various βgenerated, for MATLAB
and Stoyanov noise, extracted using the linear log/log fit method
[Eq. (2)] and the inverse function fit method [Eq. (1)].
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artificial reduction in size on the video frame, which would
affect proper scaling.

The resulting final dataset of 60 videos was all 500 × 301,
grayscale, 30 fps, and 45 s duration, with a consistent
participant size. Frequencies are defined from 0.01 to
15 Hz based on the video duration (45 s) and frame rates
(30 Hz). Optical flow was binned into 200 bins from 0 to
0.4 pixels per frame.

Analysis of these videos has shown that spectral density
amplitude and fractal complexity parameter were extracted
with an average root mean square error (RMSE), across
all fits, of 2%, with a global maximum RMSE of 3%.
The extracted fractal complexity for a subset is shown in
Fig. 5, also showing normalized fractal complexity versus
frequency.

Using the method proposed in this paper, signing videos
show greater fractal complexity than simple human motion.

4 Discussion
This paper proposes a method to classify motion in a video
using a priori knowledge of motion of a complex system
(such as a biological system) and based on theories of
how humans detect and classify observed motion.32–34

We demonstrate a method of entropy analysis on biological
data from recorded videos.

Any human motion is, to some degree, informative to
humans. Multiple studies have indicated that participants
automatically and with high degree of precision segment
both everyday motion and folk dancing,30,35 as well as
extract basic event-level information from visual motion in
unfamiliar sign languages.14,36 Information throughput in
sign language videos was assumed to be higher for several
reasons. First, in sign language data, the communicative
goal—information transfer—was implicit: the videos used
were informative and comprehensible to native ASL signers.
Thus, while both simple biological and sign language-related
motion both conform to power law, the latter was shown to
have higher entropy, or capacity for carrying information.37

Our analysis has shown that the sign language motion had
a greater fractal complexity, and thus, the video had a higher
potential information-carrying capacity.

Generally, a technique to quantify the information content
in visual motion data has been presented. This technique
may be extended to other types of motion classification than
those discussed here. For example, the fractal complexity of
some motion (human walking, human with a limp, or human
with Parkinson’s) may be detectible, although higher quality
recordings may be necessary. We propose that the fractal
complexity of the optical flow time series is a useful param-
eter to aid in the detection and classification of human
motion. It is robust to different video input resolutions
and scaling, and it should be independent of aspect. The
functional techniques used have been tested against simu-
lated datasets and the information extraction (fractal com-
plexity) absolute error of this method has been quantified
and found to be <10%, whereas the relative fractal complex-
ity is well behaved across datasets, and value comparisons
should be accurate. This approach is likely to be applicable
for distinguishing biological versus nonbiological motion in
2-D video data, making inferences about the states of
biological objects from the dynamics of optical flow, and
in assessing likelihood of information content in a video
stream.
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